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Buffalo 2015 textiles
Budget kit people Buffalo have 

updated their range of textile clothing 

for 2015 with a range of new jackets 

for less than £100.

All five of the new Buffalo jackets 

are waterproof and boast CE-

approved armour at the shoulders 

and elbows, with a variety of different 

thermal linings.

The new textile range will be 

particularly interesting to larger 

riders, as the £79.99 Blade jacket 

is available in sizes up to 12XL. 

That’s a 68in chest size and should 

accommodate the mightiest 

motorcyclists in the UK in a basic 

waterproof commuting jacket.

There are also sporty short-cut 

textile jackets, touring jackets in 

adventure-friendly sand colours or 

safety-conscious high-viz and a highly 

vented mesh jacket for use in high 

temperatures.

1. Buffalo Coolflow ST
Vented jacket with a mesh outer and 

removable waterproof and thermal 

liners for added versatility. Available 

in black or stone/red. Sizes: S-5XL

2. Buffalo Modena
Sporty jacket in black with blue, 

white, red or orange trim. Ripstop 

material reinforces the elbows and 

shoulders and there’s a thermal 

lining. Sizes S-5XL (40in-54in)

3. Buffalo Blade
Traditional waterproof commuting 

jacket with reflective panelling 

that’s available in sizes reaching 

up to a commanding 68in chest for 

an attractive sub-£80 price. Sizes: 

S-12XL (40in-68in)

4. Buffalo Alpine
Touring jacket with waterproof 

and thermal linings and Scotchlite 

reflective panels, which is available 

in black, black/stone or black/yellow 

(men’s sizes only). Sizes: S-5XL (8-22 

for women)

5. Buffalo Verona
Women’s waterproof jacket with 

Ripstop material for extra protection, 

which is available in black/white or 

black/pink. Like the other jackets it 

comes with CE armour. Sizes: 8-22
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A great range of new textile 
jackets cater for the bigger 
biker and all for under £100

IT’S A BIG DEAL

Buffalo’s Coolflow ST 

(above) has a mesh outer 

and waterproof/thermal 

linings for all weathers
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